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ABSTRACT: The need to replace fossil fuels with sustainable alternatives has
been a critical issue in recent years. Hydrogen fuel is a promising alternative to
fossil fuels because of its wide availability and high energy density. For the very
first time, novel microreactor configurations for the formic acid decomposition
have been studied using computational modeling methodologies. The
decomposition of formic acid using a commercial 5 wt % Pd/C catalyst, under
mild conditions, has been assessed in packed bed, coated wall, and membrane
microreactors. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was utilized to develop the
comprehensive heterogeneous microreactor models. The CFD modeling study
begins with the development of a packed bed microreactor to validate the
experimental work, subsequently followed by the theoretical development of
novel microreactor configurations to perform further studies. Previous work
using CFD modeling had predicted that the deactivation of the Pd/C catalyst
was due to the production of the poisoning species CO during the reaction. The
novel membrane microreactor facilitates the continuous removal of CO during the reaction, therefore prolonging the lifetime of the
catalyst and enhancing the formic acid conversion by approximately 40% when compared to the other microreactor configurations.
For all microreactors studied, the formic acid conversion increases as the temperature increases, and the liquid flow rate decreases.
Further studies revealed that all microreactor configurations had negligible internal and external pore diffusion resistances. The
detailed models developed in this work have provided an interesting insight into the intensification of the formic acid decomposition
reaction over a Pd/C catalyst.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen fuel, as an alternative to existing conventional fuels,
is environmentally desirable. Some of the features that make
hydrogen a promising alternative are a high energy density per
mass and a byproduct of water after combustion. Nonetheless,
hydrogen suffers from a low energy per unit volume, thus
limiting its extensive implementation due to its large volume.1

On the other hand, formic acid (HCOOH) has attracted great
attention in recent years as a promising alternative because it
possesses a large quantity of hydrogen (4.3 wt %) and lower
toxicities and is widely produced as a product from biomass
refinery.2−6 In addition, the decomposition of formic acid can
offer a continuous production of hydrogen, for fuel cell
applications, and has the properties of liquid under standard
conditions allowing an instant incorporation into the existing
liquid infrastructure.7 The production of hydrogen via the
formic acid decomposition has prompted research into the
application of various catalysts, such as metal oxides,8−11 metal
carbides,1,12−15 and metals, such as Pd and Pt.16−25

Batch reactors have typically been employed to investigate
the decomposition of formic acid.26−29 Xu et al.20 studied the
decomposition of formic acid in a batch reactor using Pd-based
catalysts. The Pd/γ-Al2O3 catalyst is susceptible to loss in
activity because of the production of the poisonous species
CO. It was found that deactivation can be inhibited by the
addition of small amounts of oxygen. Furthermore, applying
0.1 vol % of oxygen increases the amount of hydrogen
produced as well as prolonging the lifetime of the catalyst.
Further increasing the concentration of oxygen enhances the
conversion of formic acid but diminishes the yield of hydrogen
substantially. Although batch reactors have commonly been
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employed to investigate the decomposition of formic acid, this
type of reactor is not able to generate a continuous product
output of hydrogen, mainly the application of fuel cell
processes. Furthermore, it is often difficult to assess the
lifetime of the catalyst in detail to provide an indication of its
performance.30

Continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) offer the
continuous production of hydrogen for fuel cell applications.
Caiti et al.31 assessed the performance of batch and CSTR
reactors for the formic acid decomposition using a Pd/C
catalyst. It was observed that, during continuous operation
(plug flow mode), the loss in activity of the Pd/C catalyst is
because of poisoning and pore fouling of the formate ions.
However, optimistic results can be obtained by performing the
formic acid decomposition reaction in a CSTR. As a result, a
negligible decrease in catalytic activity for greater than 2500
turnovers is attained under mild conditions. It is highly
desirable to investigate other types of continuous flow reactors,
such as coated wall and fixed bed reactors for the
decomposition of formic acid.
Alternative fuel processes have implemented microreactors.

This is because of their superior performance when compared
to conventional reactors.32 Membrane reactors have also been
utilized to intensify various renewable fuel production
reactions. This type of reactor offers several advantages when
compared to conventional reactors, such as combining the
removal and reaction units into a separate unit.33,34 This
neglects the requirement for supplementary separation units,
enabling the process to become more environmentally
sustainable. In addition, membrane reactors increase the
selectivities and conversion of reactions, diminish mass transfer
resistances, and improve heat transfer.35 Typically, exper-
imental studies are performed to investigate the formic acid
decomposition. However, computational modeling techniques
have recently been employed using computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) and process flowsheet simulation software
to investigate the reaction in detail.30,36

The predominant products from the decomposition of
formic acid are hydrogen and CO2. The continuous removal of
hydrogen during the process could help to alleviate the global
issues related to climate change. Membrane separation
processes provide a promising outlook to enhance the current
process. Current research has shown that a superior purity of
hydrogen is attainable by implementing dense metallic
membranes, such as Pd, which are selective to hydrogen.37

Furthermore, polymeric and ionic liquid membranes have
demonstrated large permeability and selectivity to separate CO
from hydrogen.38,39

In this work, the investigation of novel reactor configurations
to produce hydrogen from formic acid decomposition, using a
5 wt % Pd/C catalyst, has been studied using CFD. The
current study is a continuation of our previous work that
displayed a combination of experimental and CFD method-
ologies to depict the formic acid decomposition, using the
same catalyst, in a fixed bed microreactor.30 It was found that
the catalyst was susceptible to deactivation in this reactor, and
this was attributed to the poisoning species CO. The current
work aims to mitigate these effects by developing novel reactor
configurations, such as the coated wall and membrane
microreactors, to improve the stability of the catalyst. These
reformers have not been examined before for this reaction,
highlighting the uniqueness and novelty of the current work.
For model validation and comparative purposes, the results
obtained for the packed bed microreactor30 have been shown
in the current work.
Computational analysis using CFD is valuable as it delivers

comprehensive details regarding various reaction parameters,
such as flows, concentrations, and temperatures. The CFD
modeling of packed bed, coated wall, and membrane
microreactors has been explored, and their performances are
compared and evaluated. A validation of the experimental work

Figure 1. Representation of the (a) fixed bed, (b) coated wall, and (c) membrane microreactors developed for the CFD modeling study.
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and the modeling work has been conducted, and additional
parametric studies, such as internal and external mass transfer
limitations, temperature, and flow rates, have been presented.

2. MODELING METHODOLOGY
The experimental work was previously performed using a
stainless-steel packed bed microreactor and a commercial 5 wt
% Pd/C catalyst for this specific reaction. The temperature of
the reactor was maintained between 30 and 60 °C, and an inlet
flow rate of 0.05 mL/min formic acid was pumped into the
reactor. The Pd/C catalyst was packed into the reactor using
glass wool. The particle size ranged from 2 to 6 nm for the
fresh Pd/C catalyst and 3 to 15 nm for the utilized catalyst.
The mean particle size of Pd nanoparticles expanded from 3.3
± 0.3 to 4.9 ± 0.3 nm for the old catalyst. A CFD model based
upon this experimental work was created, and a good
validation with the experimental results was attained. Full
specifics of the work upon which the computational modeling
study is founded upon can be observed in our previous
report.30

In this study, CFD was implemented to establish the
heterogeneous particle-fluid transport behavior within the
different microreactors. The finite element methodology was
used within the CFD modeling procedure. Experimental work
is regularly expensive and time consuming when compared to
CFD modeling that can effortlessly produce detailed results
concerning the space−time variations in the fluid component
concentrations, temperatures, and flows. As a result, CFD is a
beneficial tool in obtaining reaction/reactor parameters, hence
allowing a comprehensive study of the chemical and physical
processes involved. This CFD study aims to provide the basis
of experimental work to enhance the formic acid decom-
position reaction to produce hydrogen in microreactors.
The packed bed, coated wall, and membrane microreactors

(Figure 1) were modeled as 2D configurations with the
hypotheses that the flow, temperature, and mass profiles
appear in the x and y dimensions solely. A previous work has
shown that there are negligible differences in the results
obtained with either 2D or 3D configurations in micro-
reactors;40 therefore, 2D configurations have been adapted for
this study. The assumptions that the microreactor models are
based upon are as follows: (i) unsteady-state and laminar flow
are applicable; (ii) Henry’s law is applicable for the
membrane−liquid interface; (iii) the microreactors operate
isothermally; (iv) insignificant dissolution of liquid in the
pervaporation to the gas phase and membrane; (v) the fluid
velocity in the axial dimension is continuous with constant
transport coefficients and physical properties. The membrane
material is polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to facilitate the
separation of the gases. Three different membrane config-
urations were adopted for the CFD modeling: (i) the
membrane is solely selective to the removal of CO; (ii) the
membrane is selective to the separation of syngas (CO, H2,
and CO2); (iii) the membrane is selective to the removal of
syngas and H2O. The catalyst used is 5 wt % Pd/C as solid
spherical catalyst pellets, and deionized water is utilized as the
reaction solvent.
2.1. Reaction Kinetics. The formic acid decomposition

can occur from two potential pathways varying based on the
reactant conditions and the catalyst used. The first pathway
represents formic acid dehydrogenation and generates H2 and
CO2. The second pathway depicts the formic acid dehydration
producing CO and H2O. The reactions are as follows:

→ +HCOOH CO H2 2 (1)

→ +HCOOH CO H O2 (2)

The Pd/C catalyst used for this study has exhibited a 99.9%
selectivity toward H2. In addition, the catalyst possesses a good
catalytic activity, TOF = 1136 h−1, under the current reaction
conditions in relation to the formic acid dehydrogenation to
the products H2 and CO2.

28 The reaction rate, centered on the
formic acid dehydrogenation, is given by

= ×r k Cn (3)

where r is the rate of reaction, k is the rate constant, C is the
concentration of the reacting species, and n is reaction order.28

At lower reaction temperatures of 30 °C, a small amount of
CO, approximately 6 ppm, is produced.28,30,35 The compre-
hensive CFD model can be utilized to predict the catalyst
activity based on the concentration of CO accumulated during
the reaction since poisoning of the catalyst by CO could be a
reason to explain the deactivation of the catalyst. At the point
of deactivation, the decrease in conversion observed after 75
min is modeled based on the CO concentration (CCO)
produced and the activity parameter (a(t))

λ= − ×a t C( ) 1 CO (4)

2.2. Conservation Equations. The conservation equation
given for the reacting fluids in the fixed catalyst bed is

δ
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where u (m/s) is the velocity of the fluid in the axial direction,
Ji (mol/m2·s) is the molar flux of the fluid components in the
packed bed, and Di (m

2/s) represents the diffusion coefficients
in the transverse or axial directions. S represents the surface
area of the catalyst particles subjected to the reacting fluids in
the catalytic bed and is depicted as

ε= −S S (1 )a (6)

where ε is the porosity of the catalytic bed and Sa (m) is the
exterior area of the catalyst pellets. For solid spherical particles,
this is expressed as

=S
r
3

a
pe (7)

where rpe (m) is the radius of the catalyst particle.
The molar flux is the rate determined by considering the

mass balance and the particle-fluid boundary conditions. This
can be displayed based upon the external mass transfer
coefficient

= −J h c c( )i i i i ,ps (8)

=
·

h
Sh D

r2i
i

pe (9)

μ
ρ

=
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Sc
DiM (10)

ρ
μ

=
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Re
r u2 xpe

(11)

= +Sh Re Sc2 0.552 1/2 1/3 (12)
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where hi (m/s) is the coefficient representing the external mass
transfer, ci,ps (mol/m3) is the chemical species concentration at
the exterior of the catalyst particle, and Di (m

2/s) is the
molecular diffusion coefficient in the bulk liquid. The
dimensionless parameters, Sh, Sc, and Re, represent the
Sherwood number, Schmidt number, and Reynolds number,
respectively, based upon the Frössling41 correlation and are
related to the transfer of mass occurring at the pellet−fluid
interface. μ (Pa·s) and ρ (kg/m3) are the viscosity and density
of the fluids, respectively.
The mass balance for the species in the unpacked zone is

determined by coupling the reaction domain with the liquid
domain. This equation can be expressed as

i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz

δ
δ

δ
δ

δ
δ

= +u
c
x
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c

x
c

yx
i

i
i i
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The heterogeneous reaction takes occurring inside the
catalyst particles are combined with the conservation equations
and COMSOL’s reactive pellet bed feature. The conservation
equation across the pellet surface at rdim and a predefined
additional dimension (1D) on the standardized radius of the
catalyst pellet particle (r = rdim/rpe) are expressed as
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where Di,eff represents chemical species’ effective diffusivity in
the pellet pores and Ri,p is the reaction source term (rate of
reaction/volume of the catalyst particle).
The bulk molecular diffusion coefficient of the reactant in

the fluid phase was obtained using the Reddy−Doraiswamy
correlation42
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where T (K) is the temperature, Mi (g/mol) is the molecular
weight of the fluid, and Vi (m

3/kmol) is the molar volume at
standard boiling conditions. The effective diffusivities of the
fluids into the catalyst particle are obtained by describing the
diffusion coefficient to the Knudsen or bulk diffusivity

σ
τ

=
Φ

D
D

i
i

,eff
p c

(16)

where Φp, σc, and τ are the pellet porosity, constriction factor,
and tortuosity, respectively. Typical values of these are σc = 0.8,
τ = 3.0, and Φp = 0.4.43

The conservation equation depicting the transport of fluids
in the membrane is expressed as
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where ci,m is the concentration of the fluids in the membrane
and Di,m is the species diffusion coefficient in the membrane.
The fluid dynamics of the microreactor have been modeled

using the Navier−Stokes equation. The equations depicting
the mass and momentum balances are given by

ρ ρ∂
∂

+ ∇· =
t

u( ) 0
(18)

ρ ρ τ∂
∂

+ ·∇ = ∇·[− + ] +u
t

u u PI F( )
(19)

where P is the pressure (Pa), τ is the viscous stress tensor (Pa),
and F is the volume force vector (N/m3).
The boundary conditions of the packed bed, coated wall,

and membrane microreactors are given per the following:

packed bed microreactor
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coated wall microreactor
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membrane microreactor
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The modeling methodology coupled with the relative
conservation and mass balance equations, along with the
conditions at the boundary, has been simulated using
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COMSOL Multiphysics software version 5.3. A mesh
sensitivity study was conducted to investigate the effects of
sizing of the mesh on the correctness of the computed
theoretical result. Table 1 displays the results from the grid

sensitivity study utilized for the CFD modeling study. The
study was performed at a reaction temperature of 30 °C,
pressure of 1 bar, and inlet flow of 0.05 mL/min. The catalyst
used is the 0.1 g catalyst of 5 wt % Pd on carbon. The influence
of the mesh size was obtained by comparing the reactor outlet
conversion of formic acid. It can be observed that, for the
coated wall, packed bed, and membrane reactors, grid numbers
of 758,324, 406,118, and 648,527 were observed to have the
least variation among the studied numbers, respectively.
Therefore, the finalized geometry for the packed bed
microreactor model consisted of a mesh containing 406,118
domain elements and 2320 boundary elements, with 94,364
degrees of freedom and a computational time of 40 s. The
coated wall microreactor model geometry consisted of a mesh
containing 758,324 elements, 6587 boundary elements with
101,215 degrees of freedom, and a computational time of 184
s. The membrane microreactor model geometry consisted of a
mesh containing 648,527 elements, 5264 boundary elements
with 98,897 degrees of freedom, and a computational time of
117 s. The results from all microreactor models were observed
to be mesh-independent. A comprehensive list of the CFD
modeling parameters utilized for this study can be found in a
previously published work.30

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Model Validation. The results generated from the
CFD modeling studies were compared to the experimental
data to establish their validity for the formic acid
decomposition. Figure 2 depicts the results obtained for the
comparative study among the packed bed, coated wall, and
membrane microreactors and the experimental work28 under
constant reaction conditions. The membrane microreactor
allows the continuous removal of CO during the reaction. The
different membrane configurations developed for the CFD
modeling were as follows: (i) the membrane is solely selective
to the removal of CO; (ii) the membrane is selective to the
separation of syngas (CO, H2, and CO2); (iii) the membrane is
selective to the removal of syngas and H2O. It can be noted
that the formic acid conversion increases with time up to a
maximum conversion observed at approximately 75 min,
subsequently followed by a decrease in conversion and
continues to do so steadily. This decrease in conversion can
be attributed to the loss of activity of the Pd/C catalyst. The
uncertainty of the modeling results was determined by
performing a sensitivity analysis using the diffusion coefficients
of the fluids in the microreactors. It was found that, by varying
the diffusivity from 1 × 10−9 to 9 × 10−9 m2/s, the modeling
results showed that there was a less than 3% discrepancy
between the data, confirming the accuracy of the model.
From Figure 2, it can be observed that the CFD modeling

results obtained with the coated wall and packed bed
microreactors demonstrate a sound validation with the
experimental results. The similar operation of these specific
reactors is due to the relatively small-scale size of the reactors.
Consequently, any mass or heat transfer resistances that may
arise between the different microreactors is eliminated,
resulting in negligible differences between the formic acid
conversions observed for the coated wall and packed bed.
However, the coated wall microreactor requires a lower mass
of catalyst to achieve similar results with the packed bed
microreactor. Therefore, the coated wall microreactor has a
superior performance to the packed bed microreactor in terms
of smaller amounts of catalyst required to facilitate the
production of hydrogen from formic acid decomposition.
The membrane microreactor reveals a further superior

performance in terms of the formic acid conversion when
compared to the experimental data and the other config-

Table 1. Mesh Sensitivity Analysis Investigation for the
Different Microreactor Configurations Used in This Study

packed bed microreactor

no. of elements 406,118 812,236 1,218,354
XHCOOH 0.0912 0.0911 0.0931

coated wall microreactor

no. of elements 758,324 1,519,148 2,276,572
XHCOOH 0.0896 0.0896 0.0912

membrane microreactor

no. of elements 648,527 1,298,704 1,946,981
XHCOOH 0.4852 0.4853 0.4881

Figure 2. Experimental and CFD modeling results representing the conversion of formic acid against reaction time. Study performed at an inlet
flow of 0.05 mL/min, reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.
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urations. From Figure 2, it can be noted that the conversion of
the membrane reactor at 500 min is approximately 40% greater
than the conversions achieved by the coated wall and packed
bed microreactors. Furthermore, at longer reaction times
greater than 500 min, the conversion of formic acid appears to
reach a plateau, as opposed to the other configurations, which
reveal the conversion of formic acid to continuously decrease.
The deactivation of the Pd/C catalyst has been previously
modeled using CFD and proved that the decrease in catalytic
activity is due to the poisoning species CO.30 At milder
reaction temperatures of 30 °C, a relatively small amount of
CO is produced (6 ppm).28 The detailed heterogeneous
models can be implemented to predict the catalytic activity
relative to the amount of CO produced during the reaction.
Figure 3 displays the amount of CO produced with respect

to time in the fixed bed and membrane microreactors. It can be
noticed that the amount of CO generated in the membrane
microreactor is significantly lower than that produced in the
packed bed microreactor. The lower concentration of CO
present in the membrane microreactor results in the higher
conversion of formic acid observed in Figure 2. This is because
CO poisons the Pd/C catalyst leading to lower conversions
with time for the formic acid decomposition reaction. The
activity of the Pd/C catalyst can be decreased by strong
chemisorption of reaction products or intermediates, such as
CO and H2O, and the increment of the mean particle size.31,44

The production of the poisonous species CO can explain the
loss in conversion of formic acid. The membrane microreactor
models enable the continuous removal of CO from the
reacting fluids. As a result, the Pd/C catalyst retains a higher
catalytic activity over a constant period, hence prolonging the
lifetime of the catalyst. The different membrane microreactor
configurations have demonstrated a similar performance,
confirming the idea that the deactivation of the Pd/C catalyst
is related to the concentration of CO.

3.2. Effects of Temperature and Liquid Flow Rate.
The effects of temperature on the formic acid conversion were
investigated for the coated wall and membrane microreactors.
Full details of the parametric studies performed for the packed
bed microreactor can be found in a previous work.30 Figure 4
displays how the conversion of formic acid varies with
temperature. The temperatures investigated were 30, 40, and
60 °C, with all other reaction conditions kept constant. High
temperatures are not typically studied for the decomposition of
formic acid as portable devices that implement formic acid fuel
cells necessitate milder reaction conditions. Increasing the
temperature results in an increase in the formic acid conversion
for both microreactor configurations. This behavior is expected
according to the Arrhenius expression, k = Ae−Ea/RT, which
generates an activation energy of 39 kJ/mol for the formic acid
decomposition using a Pd/C catalyst. Furthermore, it can be
observed that the undesired pathway is thermodynamically

Figure 3. CO generated during reaction for the packed bed and membrane microreactors. Study performed at an inlet flow of 0.05 mL/min,
reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.

Figure 4. Impacts of temperature on the formic acid conversion using coated wall and membrane microreactors. Study performed at an inlet flow of
0.05 mL/min, reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.
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favored at higher temperatures, indicating the promotion of the
dehydration pathway and facilitating the production of the
poisonous species CO.
Caiti et al.31 studied the formic acid dehydrogenation for

continuous hydrogen production using a Pd/C catalyst. The
effects of temperature on the formic acid conversion were
studied in a plug flow reactor (PFR) using a temperature range
of 30−110 °C. It was observed that increasing the reaction
temperature led to an increase in the activity of the Pd/C
catalyst, with the turnover frequency of the catalyst increasing
from 1500 h−1 at 50 °C to 5860 h−1 at 110 °C. Furthermore,
an increase in the rate of deactivation (kd) is also observed with
increasing temperatures, implying a temperature dependence
on the catalytic deactivation. The results from this study agree
with the results depicted in the current work.
The inlet liquid flow rate of formic acid was investigated on

the conversion of formic acid for the coated wall and
membrane microreactors. The inlet liquid flow rates varied
from 0.05 to 0.09 mL/min, and all other reaction conditions
were constantly maintained. It can be observed in Figure 5 that
increasing the liquid flow rate results in the decrease in the
formic acid conversion. This is true for both the coated wall
and membrane microreactors. When an experimental liquid
flow rate of 0.05 mL/min was used, the conversion of formic
acid initially increases and then decreases (Figure 2).
Increasing the liquid flow rate produces lower formic acid
conversions. This is the expected result as the flow rate

increases the reacting species using a smaller amount of time
within the microreactors, leading to a decrease in the
conversion of formic acid. These results agree with the
dependence of conversion of formic acid with the space
velocity.

3.3. Internal and External Mass Transfer Resistances.
In a multiphase chemical reaction with catalyst pellets, the
mass transfer of reactants will initially occur from the bulk fluid
to the outer surface of the catalyst pellet. Subsequently, the
reacting fluids diffuse from the outer catalytic surface into and
through the pores of the catalyst pellet, with the reaction solely
occurring on the catalytic surface of the pores. The CFD
models can be used to predict the pore diffusion limitations
occurring within the reactor and enable a greater under-
standing of whether the reaction is diffusion-limited or rate-
limited. The internal mass transfer resistances were studied by
comparing the concentration profiles at the center of the
catalyst pellet (r = 0) to r = 1. The pore diffusion limitations
were investigated by using a reactor axial length of x = 1.25 cm
and varying radial heights (mm) for the coated wall and
membrane microreactors. Figure 6 displays the variation of the
concentration within the catalyst pellet for the coated wall and
membrane microreactors. From the results, it can be
determined that there are negligible differences in the
concentrations observed from the exterior of the catalyst
particle to the center of the particle. Similar results were
observed for the fixed bed microreactor.30 Therefore, there are

Figure 5. Formic acid inlet liquid flow against the formic acid conversion using coated wall and membrane microreactors. Study performed at a
reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.

Figure 6. Formic acid concentration profiles within the catalyst particles at x = 1.25 cm for the (a) coated wall microreactor and (b) membrane
microreactor. Study performed at an inlet flow of 0.05 mL/min, reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.
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insignificant internal mass transfer limitations for the reactors
used in this study; hence, the reaction is surface reaction-
limited.
The external mass transfer limitations were studied by

evaluating the concentrations of the bulk reacting fluid with the
concentrations at the outer shell of the catalyst particle. The
developed rigorous two-phase models incorporate the
dimensionless parameters depicted in eqs 8−12. These models
incorporate the dimensionless numbers (Schmidt, Sherwood,
and Reynolds) to predict directly the mass transfer aspects.
Figure 7 displays the concentration profiles observed in the
microreactors. There are insignificant variations in conversion
between the exterior of the catalyst pellet and the bulk reacting
fluid. Therefore, there are negligible external mass transfer
resistances for the microreactors developed in this study. The
packed bed microreactor also displayed similar results.30 Figure
8 displays the effects of catalyst coating thickness on the
volume of gas generated during the formic acid decomposition.
The mass of the catalyst was maintained at a constant value by
adjusting the porosity of the catalyst coating in the coated wall
reformer. The results show that varying the catalyst coating
thickness has negligible impacts on the formic acid conversion;
therefore, minimal effects on the volume of gas were produced.

These results confirm the preceding conclusion that, within the
microreactor, there were insignificant mass transfer resistances.

3.4. Effect of Membrane Thickness and Catalyst
Coating Thickness. The membrane thickness effect was
studied using the membrane microreactor model, and the
results are observed in Figure 9. There is less than 5%
discrepancy in the formic acid conversion when varying the
thickness of the membrane from 0.1 to 0.9 mm. Furthermore,
there is no significant effect observed on the deactivation of the
Pd/C catalyst. These findings imply that the transfer resistance
of the gases in the membrane has negligible effects on the
performance of the microreactor due to the high permeability
of the PTFE membrane. The diffusion coefficients of the
produced gases based on the concentrations in the liquid phase
were obtained by relating the diffusion coefficient of the gases
in the membrane (Di,m) based on the concentration of the
gases in the gas phase with the dimensionless Henry solubility
(H) of the produced gases in the liquid

′ = ×D D Hi m i m, , (39)

The variation of the thickness of the catalyst in the coated
wall reformer is important in determining the performance of
the microreactor. Increasing the thickness of the catalyst

Figure 7. Formic acid concentration profiles within the catalyst particles and in the bulk fluid at x = 1.25 cm using (a) coated wall and (b)
membrane microreactors. Study performed at an inlet flow of 0.05 mL/min, reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C
catalyst.

Figure 8. Influence of catalyst coating thickness on the volume of gas generated, with respect to time, in the coated wall microreactor. Study
performed at an inlet flow of 0.05 mL/min, reaction temperature of 30 °C, pressure of 1 bar, and the Pd/C catalyst.
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coating will lead to higher reaction rates, which will enhance
the conversion of formic acid, and subsequently the production
of hydrogen. The dimensionless parameter e signifies the
fraction of the coating thickness of the catalyst to the width of
the microreactor. A packed bed reactor would depict a ratio of
e = 1. From Figure 10, it can be noted that, as the thickness of

the catalyst coating increases, the conversion of formic acid is
enhanced, resulting in a higher production of hydrogen.
Furthermore, when e ∼0.6, the production of hydrogen reaches
a maximum, indicating a maximum conversion of formic acid.
Increasing the ratio any further results in a higher production
rate of hydrogen. Therefore, the value of e should be
maintained at approximately 0.6 and above to promote the
highest production rates of hydrogen.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Novel microreactor configurations for the formic acid
decomposition, using a 5 wt % Pd/C catalyst, have been
investigated using CFD modeling. Computational methods
were employed to investigate the formic acid decomposition in
novel microreactor configurations over 5 wt % Pd/C. The
results show that the coated wall and packed bed microreactors
exhibited a comparable performance with each other as well as
the experimental data. However, the coated wall microreactor

requires a lower mass of the catalyst as opposed to the packed
bed microreactor, suggesting the superiority of the coated wall
configuration. On the other hand, the membrane microreactor
model displayed a significantly enhanced performance when
compared to the other microreactors. Previous work using
CFD modeling had suggested that the loss of catalytic activity
of the Pd/C catalyst, in the packed bed microreactor, was due
to the production of the poisonous species CO. The
membrane microreactor facilitates the continuous removal of
CO during the reaction, thus prolonging the activity of the Pd/
C catalyst. As a result, the conversion of formic acid is
enhanced, and the production of hydrogen increases. Although
the commercial Pd/C catalyst suffers from deactivation using
the commonly studied packed bed and batch reactors, this
work has proven that the effects of deactivation can be
alleviated using a membrane microreactor. This configuration
can potentially make the decomposition of formic acid more
suitable for practical applications.
Furthermore, it was found that, in the case of all

microreactors, increasing the temperature led to higher
conversions of formic acid; however, this also promoted the
deactivation of the catalyst. This suggests that the deactivation
of the solid Pd/C catalyst is temperature-dependent. Further
investigations revealed that there are insignificant internal and
external mass transfer limitations for all microreactor
configurations. Increasing the thickness of the membrane was
observed to have insignificant effects on the conversion of
formic acid owing to the high permeability of the membrane.
Enhanced formic acid conversion was discovered when the
catalyst coating thickness was increased in a coated wall
microreactor. The detailed CFD models designed in this study
have provided some interesting and innovative insights into the
formic acid decomposition reaction. The superior perform-
ances of the coated wall and membrane microreactor models
have offered a practical basis for experimental work to
implement these novel reactors for the current reaction.
Future research could be directed toward implementing these
microreactors on an experimental scale and prolonging the
activity of the solid catalysts by minimizing the accumulation
of CO.
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